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Olympic record holder
‘Ovaltine’ is the only food drink which 
has been officially recognized for serv
ing to competitors at every Olympic 
Games since 1932—and at every 
British Empire Games since they 
began. During the 1964 Olympics over 
500,000 cups of ‘Ovaltine’ were served 
to athletes and officials—more than at 
any other Olympic Games.

What makes ‘Ovaltine’ the cho
sen drink of champions ? Only 
‘Ovaltine’ gives you all the good
ness of barley malt, milk, eggs 
and added vitamins. No other 
drink can match the way ‘Ovaltine’ 
helps to build up energy, strength 
aHrfsf<2„im«.Sojointhechampions 
in a regular cup of ‘Ovaltine’.

OVALTINE
the drink of champions

Photographs were supplied by Mark Shearman, 23, Lynwood Drive, Worcester 
Park, Surrey,



The Story of Nos Galan
BERNARD BALDWIN

IT was a mixture of curiosity and sheer disbelief that brought so large a crowd 
out of doors to see the first Nos Galan 4 miles at midnight on New Year’s Eve, 

1958. The Aberdare Leader had told the people of Mountain Ash for many weeks 
that the Road Runners Club (Glamorgan) were promoting such an event and that 
Brian Hewson, John Merriman, Ken Norris and Stan Eldon would be running, but 
it was not until the national dailies took up the story that they began to believe it.

"Famous runners to run in torchlit event in mining town at midnight" ran 
the headlines, but there were still many sceptics who were quoted as saying “ I’ll 
believe this when 1 see it."

And so they turned out, prepared to scoff, though they remained to cheer, 
it all began a year earlier, when Ken Norris and a team from Thames Valley

ran in the “ Lawr y Cwm ” (Down the Valley) road race from nearby Ynysybwl to 
Pontypridd. That night Ken told me the story of his victory in Sao Paulo the year 
before, and it occurred to me that Mountain Ash could promote a similar event if 
enthusiasm was to be the main ingredient, There was undoubtedly plenty of this 
in the town, judging by the way they supported lesser events, but it required a 
sponsor to harness it, and Ken thought he could find one.

It is sufficient here to say that the Daily Mirror eventually paid up, and the
1958 Nos Galan was announced. The mame came after a good deal of thought— 
though it should, have been obvious—Nos Galan is Welsh for New Year’s Eve.

The legendary Welsh runner Guto Nythbran lies buried in Lianwonno Church
yard, four miles from Mountain Ash, so it was decided to link the race with the 
legend in some way. The idea of a Mystery Runner to represent the Spirit of Guto 
proved a real brainwave and turned out to be the event’s most successful gimmick.

Tom Richards of South London Harriers, silver-medallist in the 1948 Olympic 
marathon was selected, and although one or two Press boys discovered the secret 
before Tom left for the rendezvous at Lianwonno, very few other people in Mountain 
Ash knew before he eventually crossed Mountain Ash bridge to light the beacon, 
in front of the Town Hall.

They were there in their thousands to see him, and there was almost a 
catastrophe when he stepped forward to light the beacon.

Knowing that he was nursing an injured leg that week, Tom decided to set out 
from Lianwonno a little earlier than planned, so he arrived, torch blazing, fully ten 
minutes before the beacon attendant, who had been given careful instructions by 
the Calor Gas representative on how to ignite it.

lack Stevens was the attendant, and for an hour 
before he had been in a nearby hotel, ignoring the claims 
of his friends that they had seen the Mystery Runner on 
his way and that Jack was required at the beacon. So, 
when Tom really did arrive Jack drank on, and the 
unsuspecting Tom was led forward to light the beacon. 
Jack arrived almost in the nick of time. He couldn’t get 
near the beacon, which was surrounded by hundreds of 
small boys, so he shouted some Instructions to the Town 
Clerk, then tried frantically to correct them.

Too late ! The Town Clerk switched on then invited 
Tom to d.ip his torch into the bowl. Whoosh ! A sheet 
of flame shot into the air, and as the small boys left the 
scene, those whose eyebrows were not singed began to 
laugh, and Tom was led, knees knocking, into the Town 
Hall.

101 ran in the midnight race, won by Stan Eldon, 
and when I saw them lining up I heaved a sigh of relief 
for when entries officially closed on Christmas Day there 
were 12, including 4 in the 100 yards.
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Anne Packer (Erightwell), Mystery Runner, 1965, and husband Robbie, at 
Guto’s Graveside at Llanwonno, in pouring rain, New Year’s Eve, 1965.

The 100 was an additional event announced at the last minute. Peter Radford 
raced up Oxford Street, the main street, and won in 9.9 seconds, with Dave Segal 
second, Ron Jones third and John Jones fourth.

Nos Galan 1958 had been a great occasion, and its success was the talk of the 
town. Any fears that it might have been a (lash-in-the-pan were dispelled in 1959. 
when in torrential rain, more people than ever turned out to watch. Radford won 
the 100 in 9.7, and Stan Eldon was beaten by Frank Salvat in a sprint Snish in the 
4 miles. Bruce Tulloh won the mile, a new event, in 4-37, but he was chased onto 
the pavement by a dog at one stage and only the timely intervention of Stan Eldon 
saved him from rabies. Ken Norris was Mystery Runner.
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The presentation ceremonies and the civic welcome in the Town Hall by the 
Chairmam of Mountain Ash Council were part of the showmanship which appealed to 
runners and spectators alike, and provided public interest did not wane, the future 
success of Nos Galan seemed assured.

The weather was kinder in 1960 and Derek Ibbotson set new figures (4-16.8) in 
the mile before retiring to bed at his digs for a few hours before the midnight race. 
When John Merriman failed to arrive in time to be taken to Llanwonno as Mystery 
Runner however, Derek was rudely disturbed and replaced John. He ran two miles 
of the midnight 4 after running down from the church in the hills, but then called 
it a day.

So dense was the crowd on Mountain Ash bridge that year that no runners ever 
got to the finishing line. Martin Hyman, whose time indicated that a new record 
would have been his, was acclaimed the winner when he reached a point 100 yards 
from the finish.

And so the years have rolled by, with each year marked by some incident to 
make it unique. In 1961 it snowed, but cleared fairly well and Eddie Strong broke 
Stan Eldon’s record in the 4 miles (18-40). Kamoru Agboola stole the show with a 
sizzling 100 in a record 9.6, beating Ron Jones by an eyelash.

In 1962 it snowed again, but stuck this time and Peter Hall of Barrow won the 
4 miles in 20-21, over a treacherous course. The 100 yards was a fiasco. Only three 
of the 10 invited turned up, so two milers were roped in for a straight final. Officials 
brushed the slush from the road and rubber mats were borrowed from a nearby shop. 
When the gun went Victor Maniak slipped and eventually finished last, while 
Agboola had the easiest of victories, in 10.6. Martin Hyman should have worn skis 
for the journey to and from Llanwonno, but after a nightmare run he arrived on 
time to start the midnight race, making a rare picture as he ran into Mountain Ash 
with torch blazing fiercely.

Eddie Strong broke his own record in the 4 miles in 1963 after a great race with 
Tom O’Riordan and John Whetton. His figures of 18-22 still stand. John Whetton 
won the mile for the second time in new record of 4-13.6, and Ron Jones’s victory 
in the 100 yards (9.9) was wildly acclaimed by his own people on home territory.

Someone started a rumour that Bruce Tulloh had been seen leaving a car just 
before arriving in Mountain Ash as Mystery Runner that year. The subsequent 
publicity from the stories which filled the local paper afterwards were good for the 
event, and Bruce’s wife Sue, who had run behind him the whole way, had the last 
word. “ I ran behind somebody ” she said, “ if it wasn’t Bruce, perhaps it was 
Guto himself ! ” It silenced the doubters.

Alan Simpson arrived only a minute before the start of the mile in 1964 and 
with no time to warm up, the expected close tussle between him and John Whetton 
did not materialize. Whetton won for the third time, in 4-21. Simpson later won 
the 4 miles, only 3 seconds outside the record. Stan Eldon was Mystery Runner.

In the 100 yards Howard Davies of Newport seemed to be a clear winner, but 
Brian Coles of Birchgrove was given the verdict, in 10.0 secs. The controversy 
which followed did not mar the proceedings and the two runners involved just 
smiled through it. Sprinters are used to such things.

In 1962 Ken Norris presented the trophy awarded to him in Sao Paulo by the 
President of Brazil, for annual competition among teams in the midnight race. It 
has proved a great incentive to the competition and although it is too heavy to be 
taken away by the winning team each year, a replica is awarded and the actual 
trophy is brought forward on a trolley for momentary presentation. Cleaned up 
each year, it makes a wonderful sight among the trophies. Worcester Harriers 
have won it twice, and Donore Harriers, Portsmouth A.C. and Derby & County A.C. 
once each.

Entries have grown each year since 1958, until last year, with 111 in the men’s 
mile, 56 the women’s mile, 20 the sprint, and 646 the men’s 4 miles—a total of 833. 
Of these, over 600 actually ran, and some 400 stayed overnight.
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Eddie Strong of Bristol A.C. waves in triumph as he crosses the line to win the 
1961 Nos Galan 4 miles.

Accommodation problems have often been acute. With Mountain Ash very 
susceptible to floods, the mattresses and blankets stored for such an emergency are 
sometimes not available to the organisation. Over 200 local homes take a runner 
in each year.

When the Giasbrook Committee of Penrhiwceiber, a part of Mountain Ash, 
decided some years ago to offer to promote a Women’s event, a mile was chosen. 
Entries were sparse for the first two years, but the event is now a sound one—52 
of the 56 entered in 1966 actually ran. Joyce Smith holds the record at 4-55.2, 
Rita Lincoln is the holder.

One of the delightful features of this event is the fact that two people in 
Penrhiwceiber open their homes for changing accommodation for the girls each year. 
Bedrooms and sitting-rooms are used in both houses, and the kitchens are laid out 
as refreshment rooms. The girls share the organisation’s wonder at such hospitality.

In recent years such famous names as Stan Eldon, Anne Packer and Mary Rand 
have added lustre to the already illustrious list of names of runners who have 
carried the torch from Lianwonno. The mystery of their identities has remained 
intact until they have appeared on the mountain top, each year.

Each year the increased entry and increased success of Nos Galan has brought 
additional headaches—so much so on occasions that the future of the event has often 
seemed in Jeopardy. Following the 1963 event it was wisely decided to call a public 
meeting in the town to discuss its future, and to seek additional help, financially 
and otherwise. Fortunately it was forthcoming, and after an excellent year’s 
endeavour by a committee which met more than 20 times in the twelvemonth, the 
1966 event was promoted.

Tn glorious weather the committee was rewarded with a mammoth entry and 
turn-out. John Whettcm won the Men’s Mile for the fifth successive year, in new 
record time of 4m, 6.2 secs., Rita Lincoln won the Women's Mile in a field of 52, 
Ron Jones won the 100 yards for the third time, Mary Rand was Mystery Runner, 
and Colin Moxsom of Woodford Green won a memorable 4 mites.
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A great airline knows that your 
flight is the most important 
flight.

A great airline gets you there quickly 
and comfortably.
A great airline flies to all the places 
you want to reach.
A great airline employs the best 
trained people and keeps them up to

scratch by frequent refresher courses. 
A great airline is courteous without 
being cold, friendly without being 
familiar.
A great airline has the most modern 
aircraft - and the most stringent 
maintenance.
A great airline not unexpectedly 
carries more passengers than any 
of its competitors.

“ Europe's foremost airline ”
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Nos Galan ’66 was the best—so much so that meetings were called immediately 
afterwards to lay plans for ’67. The committee have already announced that this 
year’s event will take place—on Saturday, 30th December—as New Year’s Eve falls 
on a Sunday and entries are expected to reach the colossal total of 1,000.

The Ladies’ Committee, who organised a Jumble Sale to raise funds, and who 
prepared food for a few thousand people at events during the year, are keener than 
ever to begin the 1967 programme. They proved the backbone of the committee last 
year, and thanks to their support the Nos Galan Committee seems more united now 
than at any time in its history.

Apart from a few local characters like Billy Brown, there is scarcely a runner 
in the whole town, outside the schools, but Mountain Ash and Penrhiwceiber are 
proud of the achievements of Nos Galan and see the possibility of fame as promoters 
if not participants. They also believe firmly in the Nos Galan motto—The race is 
not only for the swift.

The three photographs which illustrate this article were supplied by the author, 
to whom I am very grateful.

World Mile Supremacy Our Goal

FRANK HORWILL

(Southern Region Secretary of the British Milers' Club)

IN 1963, British miling had reached its lowest ebb for a decade. Our athletes were 
totally eclipsed from the world TOP TEN, and worse still, from the European 

rankings as well. In the age of sub-4 minute miling we could not get one miler 
through that barrier. Yet, there were still “ experts ” who thought that there was 
nothing wrong in winning races in poor times. They approved of the three lap social 
run and the mad dash for home over the last 300 yards. They thought in terms of 
national titles, trophy wins and collecting useful prizes for the home. It was 
assumed that the same tactics could beat the rest of the world when “ the chips 
were down.” Bannister had done it, so could our present stock of milers. They 
did not stop to consider why Bannister had done it. He accustomed himself in 
training to a fast first three laps. He was at home with 2 mins. 56 secs, for three- 
quarters of a mile. Many people believe that Bannister’s potential was never fully 
realised. If Landy had run the first part of his mile in 2 mins. 54 secs, at three- 
quarters of a mile in Vancouver (Commonwealth Games), Roger would still have 
been close on his heels for he had achieved this time in training at Paddington on 
his own I

I decided that something must be done to stop this dangerous lethargy from 
growing. A letter was sent to “ ATHLETICS WEEKLY ” in July of 1963 in which 
I outlined the possibilities of forming a specialist club for milers who had a national 
pride in their event. Two days later, I received thirty-five letters from athletes 
and coaches. The first letter came from Hugh Barrow in Edinburgh, he had just 
won the A.A.A, junior title in record time (4 mins. 7 secs.) leading from start to 
finish. He had publicly stated that “ I detest milers who run from the back of the 
field to win races.” Here was the spirit we wanted.

A committee meeting was called and the following attended:—Brian Boulton, 
Kent mile champion; Bryan Buxton, Civil Service Championship runner up, John 
Thresher, Surrey A.A.A, finalist, Mrs. M. A. Smith (Bonano) former W.A.A.A. mile 
champion; Senior A.A.A. Coaches Alf Wilkins, Team Manager to British team at the 
World Israel Games; Wilf Paish, later to become a National A.A.A. Coach and 
myself. A quiet little man who had never run in his life was also there, Henry 
Hayes, he provided financial backing for the Club in later years, and also designed 
the badge.
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NEILL DUGGAN 
(Sparkhill Harriers)

It was agreed that a specialist club for milers would be formed and that it would 
be known as the British Milers’ Club. The club badge consists of a Union Jack with 
a runner in the middle. The objects of the organisation were to be :—

1. To raise the standard of British miling to world supremacy.
2. To set up a nation-wide network of regional secretaries who are qualified to 

implement this work.
3. To provide expert coaching assistance to all members.
4. To encourage members to run as a team against the stop-watch on agreed 

occasions.
5. To encourage members’ clubs to stage graded mile races every year to cover 

the gap of too fast or too slow competition.
6. To provide an information service on graded races throughout the country.
7. To assist materially milers from weak miling regions.
8. To encourage commercial organisations to sponsor special invitation races.
9. To make appropriate awards to milers of all grades for outstanding perform

ances.
10. To obtain athletic textbooks for members at discount.
11. To hold annual or more frequently, training week-ends for members in all 

regions.
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Soon, great miling names of the past stood for election as omcers of the Club, 
such as Roger Bannister, Sydney Wooderson, Gordon Pirie and Derek Ibbotson. 
We were all set to go. The Vice Chairman of the B.M.C. Alf Wilkins, said: “ We 
will make our mark in five years from now.”

Our first task was to find men to act as regional secretaries. The committee 
felt that only Senior Hon. A.A.A. Coaches could be entrusted with this position. 
Tony Saunders was appointed for the Midlands, he resides in Wolverhampton. The 
vast North was sub-divided into the N.E. under Gordon Surtees of Billingham in 
Co. Durham and Eddie Powell of Sale in the N.W. In the S.W. Roy Profitt of 
Plymouth took charge, while I undertook to look after the South, Wales and 
Scotland, although the last two was an unsatisfactory arrangement, we were unable 
to get a suitably qualified coach in these countries to enter into the spirit of our 
work. The fact that there is a great demand for middle distance advice can be borne 
out by the fact that Scottish junior mile champion, 1965, Alistaire Blamire, was 
coached by post from London! The situation has improved since the appointment 
of National Coach John Anderson, who has passed on several invitations to Scottish 
milers to compete in our sponsored races. Although John was not a B.M.C. member, 
I wrote to him in 1964 and asked if he would coach Graeme Grant (4 x 880 fame) 
who was then an unknown. John was not then a National Coach.

Numerous letters passed between Fred Bell, the Welsh Champion, and myself. 
We were able to get Fred many races in England with all expenses paid, the result 
was that his mile time came down eight seconds from a static 4.14 which had stood 
for three years.

Our first organised attempt at racing against the clock occurred in 1965. In the 
editorial of the B.M.C. magazine, ERITISH MILER we had urged our members to 
attack this record which had stood for so long. Andy Green, Bill McKim and Alan 
Simpson were the prime movers. Bill knew that he was not fit enough to break a 
record, so he took the first lap, Andy Green also realised that he was only good 
for 4.2 secs, so he pushed the pace in the second lap, Alan took over at 2| laps 
to break the British record of Derek Ibbotson which had stood for seven years. Alan 
jumped from a personal best mile of 4.1 to 3.56.6. On the same day as this, Hugh 
Barrow recorded a personal best with 4.3 secs, and our member, Derek Graham, 
broke the 3,000 metres U.K. record.

The year 1965 was a significant year for the B.M.C., eight of our members broke 
4 minutes, and Alan Simpson again lowered the British mile record in the Morley 
mile. We were elected to the Specialists Club Committee. Commercial organisations 
began writing to us for competitors to appear in their invitation races. We always 
made a point of giving up-and-comin'g milers a chance in these events. The result 
was that such athletes as Chris Stewart, the 1965 All England Schools Champion, 
repeatedly lowered their times.

In 1965 the B.M.C. committee voted to stiffen the qualifying time for member
ship and to fix an age limit for juniors to gain the senior qualifying time having 
joined as juniors. The times are now Seniors 4.15; Juniors 4.25; Youths 4.35; Ladies 
5.15. Life membership for sub-4 minute milers.

Milers wishing to join the B.M.C. are told quite clearly on the application form: 
"The Club wishes to encourage team spirit amongst milers in order to treat the 
stop-watch as the enemy and not necessarily each other." It is expected that a 
member will virtually sacrifice his chances of winning a race by “ pushing " the first 
three laps at least once every season. Our view is that these tactics will lead to 
world ranking times. At present our members are ranked fourth and sixth in the 
world TOP TEN.

In order to maintain interest throughout the year, regional secretaries organise 
mass training mornings once a month and training days every other month. A 
newsletter is issued every quarter and a magazine every year.
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In the track season the regional secretaries organise special races with expenses 
paid and some purely to give members a quality run. In the South the members 
have trials in April; regional championships in May; a 4 x 1 mile inter-county team 
race in June (Surrey B.M.C. v. Essex B.M.C., etc.); a near international class race at 
Q.P.H. Anniversary meeting in August at Paddington; an end of season paced race 
in September. A total of thirty personal bests were recorded in Southern region 
B.M.C. races last year (1966).

At the beginning of each track season we announce the awards for the previous 
year and the proposed awards for the new season. Last year we proposed an award 
for the most improved Junior miler. It will be noted that we do not say the 
FASTEST miler, thus we give the TRIER recognition.

We have our critics. Like the grammarians at school, they cannot tell you what 
to write, they wait until you have written and then say it is all wrong. We were 
criticised for monthly training competitions in the South. We were told that they 

i would be injurious, etc. All the winners of these competitions held throughout the
winter, recorded personal best times in the summer 1 We note that one ardent 
critic in America dropped out of his first marathon. We were criticised for our 
coaching questionnaire, the first of its kind in British Athletics. Yet, the S.C.A.A.A.
have already adopted several of its findings.

Perhaps we are idealists, perhaps we take sport too seriously, perhaps we will 
regain the world mile record . . .

Acclimatization to High Altitude
M. SAGE

AN athlete representing his country may have to compete in countries where con
ditions of temperature or altitude differ greatly from those to which he is 

used at home. Discussions on how well he will perform fill columns of newsprint 
whenever the time of an Olympic Games draws near.

The questions raised are not easy to answer. Acclimatization to high 
temperature is not the same as acclimatization to high altitude or to other features 
of the environment, and even when we have a lot of information on a particular 
aspect of acclimatization we must remember that the athlete is much fitter than on 
average human being and he may not behave in quite the same way. He also wants 
to produce his peak of physical achievement, whereas normally people are only 
concerned with being able to work reasonably well.

At the next Olympic Games in Mexico City the main problem for United Kingdom 
athletes will be the high altitude. Mexico City is about 7,800 feet above sea level 
and, as the air thins out the higher you go, a breath of air in Mexico City will only 
contain three quarters of the amount of oxygen of a breath taken near sea level. 
So the athlete’s first problem will be to get more oxygen. This can be done by 
breathing deeper or faster, which will have consequences that must be considered. 
But first we must look at the way an athlete obtains his energy.

When a person exerts himself, the energy comes from the breakdown of reserves 
in his muscles, resulting in the production of carbon dioxide and water. In almost 
all muscular exercise there is not sufficient oxygen reaching the muscle for this 
breakdown to be completed, so an intermediate, lactic acid, is formed. Later, when 
the exercise is over and sufficient oxygen is again available, some of the acid is 
broken down completely and the rest is converted back into reserve material. A 
runner after a race continues to breathe deeply as he gets rid of this lactic acid.

Normally blood is kept neutral by a balance between acids, such as carbon 
dioxide and alkali reserves. When lactic acid is produced in exercise, more carbon 
dioxide is breathed out, but the amount of lactic acid that can be neutralized 
depends on the alkali reserve.
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Unfortunately a person acclimatizing to high altitude breathes more deeply to 
obtain more oxygen, and as he does so he loses more carbon dioxide. The body 
copes with this loss of acid by getting rid of a similar amount of alkali via the 
kidneys and this reduced concentration of alkali means that the blood can cope 
with less acid produced during exercise.

In a person fully acclimatized to high altitude there is an increase in the total 
volume of the blood; this will increase the amount of lactic acid that can be handled. 
In the lungs an increase in efficiency results in a more rapid transfer of oxygen 
from, the air to the blood. There is also an increase in the number of red blood 
cells that carry the oxygen from the lungs to the muscles and in the muscles the 
number of blood vessels increases. All these changes help in getting what oxygen 
is available to the muscles as efficiently as possible. The fully acclimatized person 
produces less lactic acid, relying as much as possible on using the oxygen available 
during exercise. Complete acclimatization such as this takes a long time and the 
athlete staying only a short time at a high altitude is unlikely to be as efficient as 
the long term resident.

Two questions need to be answered. How will acclimatization affect competitors 
in the different events and, secondly, how long is necessary for the best acclimati
zation that an athlete can reasonably expect to achieve 7

A partly acclimatized sprinter may not have his performance affected provided 
that he has not accumulated too much lactic acid in excessive warming up 
immediately before the race. He may in fact find the thinner air beneficial as it 
offers less resistance. A sprinter's recovery after the race is bound to be slower 
and probably more painful than usual as he has to cope with the lactic acid with 
lower alkali reserves and a slower uptake of oxygen. There arc possibly psycho
logical factors to be considered too. Will a sprinter who has recovered painfully 
from one or two races be able to force himself to maximum effort in later ones 7 
Longer acclimatization will perhaps reduce the recovery time but it is unlikely 
ever to be as short as at lower altitudes.

The long distance runner relies largely on oxygen breathed in during the race; 
his performance will therefore be poorer at high altitudes. Even when he is running 
at sea level he does not get as much oxygen as he could use and there will be even 
less oxygen available at 7,800 feet. Some of the changes that occur in people living 
at high altitudes may have already developed in such an athlete in response to the 
oxygen shortage that he has experienced while running at tow altitudes. Thus, his 
capacity for improvement may not be as great as might be expected. This, however, 
is speculation and there is little doubt that his performance will continue to improve 
over a period of several weeks spent at high altitude. His period of recovery after 
a race will probably not be affected as much as a sprinter’s. This is because the 
long distance runner may push himself to a limit of discomfort at whatever altitude 
he runs. At higher altitudes he will reach this limit at slower running speeds.

When an athlete has to perform in a hot country, he cam achieve some acclimati
zation by training in hot rooms before he leaves home. Unfortunately this is not 
nearly so useful when acclimatizing to high altitude. Even a whole day every week 
at a high altitude would result in acclimatization to only one seventh of the height 
at which the day was spent. Some of the results of acclimatization can be imitated 
by giving a blood transfusion to provide the extra red cells that are needed, but the 
best way is undoubtedly to live and exercise at high altitudes for a long time.

This brings up the question of how long an acclimatization time is needed. It 
is a difficult one to answer as different aspects take different times. Most people 
will increase their breathing to cope with the shortage of oxygen in a day or so. 
Most of the increase in efficiency of the lungs is probably over in a few days, but 
changes in the blood vessels takes longer. Increased red cell production starts at 
once but it takes four weeks or more to complete. Any shortage of iron in the 
diet would prolong this as iron is an essential component of the red pigment in the 
blood that carries oxygen. Some increase in the blood supply to the muscles can 
be seen in a fortnight but it probably increases slowly over a long time. Thus a
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reasonable acclimatization might be expected in 4—6 weeks and any further improve
ment might take a longer time. 4—6 weeks’ acclimatization will not result in such 
good performances in all events as might be expected at sea level but it should 
enable a reasonably fair competition to be held.

If it is any consolation, some of the changes in the blood will last for a while 
on return to sea level, and when the alkali reserves have returned to normal they 
may enhance performances over the longer distances.

From the Legend (?) to the Living
(Concluded)

A. E. H. WINTER

(continued from the last issue)

Fone of the opening chapters of our story, I said that the scene was London with 
its preparations for the Olympic Games. We have now come to 1948, the scene 

is the same but the blackcloth has changed to Wembley Stadium. The Poly, race 
has incorporated the A.A.A. Championship and is the trial race for the British 
competitors. Her Majesty the Queen has graciously consented to act as Starter 
and, once more, the Olympic Marathon is to have a Poly. Official at its head as I 
am to occupy the position that my predecessor had 40 years earlier.

Encouragement, that had been born of Hope in 1909, was now reaping its 
reward and when the Queen, accompanied by the King, walked through the ranks 
of assembled competitors she was to see a record field of 215 runners. The race was 
won by Jack Holden, Tipton H., one of the greatest figures in the history of cross 
country running, an ex National and International Cross Country Champion. When 
he, with Tom Richards and our own Stan Jones, lined up at Wembley, our hopes 
ran high, even my cautious seif had told the Queen at Windsor that we were going 
to win the Olympic Marathon Race, but she, perhaps with a wisdom gained from 
hearing winners tipped in another field of sport only smiled—and justifiably—our 
hopes failed and it was left to the experienced Tom Richards to carry the British 
colours into second place.

The following year we had the honour of having another Royal lady as our 
Starter when H.R.H. Princess Elizabeth sent off the record field of 248 competitors. 
Again Jack Holden was the winner and he was to make it a hat trick in 1950 when 
Earl Mountbatten of Burma sent off another huge field.

The post war years had seen a great change come over the marathon picture. 
For years the marathon runner had been almost a man apart from other distance 
runners, but now the longer distance was attracting the stars of the cross country 
world and they were being supported by club teams, consequently we were to see 
large, closely packed fields, each man pushing the man in front, and this, of course 
helped to produce faster times.

It was in this new world that our race developed a new look. In 1948 Sam 
Ferris very generously returned one of his Poly, cups as a perpetual trophy for an 
Open Team Race. In 1951 the A.A.A. (Southern Committee) asked if they might 
incorporate a Championship with our race. A further gift was received in 1952 
when Tommy Lalande, who nad been a great opponent of Bert Norris and had 
represented South Africa at the Berlin Olympiad, gave us a trophy to encourage 
new men to try the marathon distance and, at the same time, the Mabel Winter 
Bowl was presented for the club championship. Later Hilda Andrew gave the 
plaque incorporating her father’s medal from the 1908 Olympiad.

Our new look race soon developed a great new champion in Jim Peters, Essex 
Beagles. Jim had been an A.A.A, track champion and a cross country International 
and when, in 1951, Jim and Jack Holden met, the quiet country lanes between
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Windsor and London were to be the scene of one of the great duels of marathon 
running. Jack called it a day at 19 miles and Jim went on to win in the new 
British best time of 2h.29m.28s. For the next three years Jim was to amaze the 
world with a series of wins which, by all the accepted standards of the time, were 
inconceivable, they were 1952, 2h.20m.42s.; 1953, 2h.18m.40s.; and 1954, 2h.17m.40s.

It was for one of these famous races, in 1953, that we were honoured by H.R.H. 
the Duke of Edinburgh acting as our Starter.

During this period, we were constantly worried by the new network of main 
roads that were being made into London and although almost every year we had to 
make minor adjustments to our route it was always, subject to the idiosyncrasies, 
of twists and turns, 26 miles 385 yds.

The following year, 1955, was graced by the presence of H.R.H. Princess 
Margaret acting as Starter. I do not think that any club in the world can equal 
our honour of having had, within a few years, its King, Queen, and two Princesses 
acting as Officials, a distinction of which the Polytechnic Harriers and all athletes 
can be justifiably proud.

This race saw the R.A.F. colours carried once again to victory when Sgt. 
McMinnis repeated the win of another airman 20 years earlier, and the following 
year was to see another repeat performance when Ron Clark put the name of Herne 
Hill Harriers upon the trophy for the third time. It is with pleasure that we also 
have to record that we were honoured by another Royal lady, H.R.H. Princess 
Alexandra, firing the pistol for us.

In 1957 we had a very popular win when Eddie Kirkup, Rotherham H., who had 
been a consistent International athlete, gained his reward for many years’ 
perseverance. The following year the Midlands sprung a surprise upon us when 
Colin Kemball, Wolverhampton H., raced away from the field and was never caught. 
The next year, Dennis O’Gorman won the race as a member of St. Albans A.C. and 
later represented Great Britain in preference to his native Eire.

The years 1960 and 1961 saw a very great club put its name upon the trophy, 
with two different victors in successive years. Derby and County Harriers scored 
their first victory when Arthur Keily achieved his great ambition by winning the 
Poly. Marathon and added another chapter to the name of Keily, a family whose 
athletic prowess is only equalled by their keenness and enthusiasm.

With 1962, we come to one of the most important years in the club’s history; 
ever since our return after the war to our normal Kinnaird Trophy and Marathon 
Race Meeting, we had been bedevilled with one ever increasing worry—money. The 
cost of promoting a marathon race is very heavy and the profits from the Kinnaird 
Meetings which, in the past, had borne the loss on the Marathon Race were no 
longer existent.

During this period, we did for a while receive some financial assistance from 
'* The Sporting Life ” and from Messrs. Beecham Foods Ltd. After a while, the 
latter did not continue the practice and “The Sporting Life,” during the critical 
period of our troubles, felt that as they were no longer an athletic paper they were 
not justified in financing an event for which they did not cater. At the same time, 
we received a very generous offer of sponsorship from Messrs. Callard & Bowser 
Ltd. which we were very pleased to accept—“ The Sporting Life ” consequently 
withdrew their trophy from competition and it was replaced by “The Callard & 
Bowser” Trophy.

The parting of our ways could only be a matter of regret, the inauguration of 
“ The Sporting Life ” Trophy had been one of the landmarks in the history of 
English athletics. It is hard to realise to-day, when we have so many distance races 
that it is difficult to fit them all into the athletic calendar, that, and here I quote 
the official programme of 1908. " Some thirteen years have elapsed since an amateur 
footrace of note over 20 miles has taken place near London . . . Crossland ran
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that distance at Stamford Bridge 22nd September, 1894, in lh.51m.54s.”, and then, 
"Appleby, Herne Hill Harriers, won over 15 miles at Stamford Bridge, 1st July, 1902, 
in the world’s record time of lh.20m.4s., this was the last long distance race in the 
South.”

1 do not think the Directors of “ The Sporting Life ” ever realised the great 
effect their, trophy had upon the manhood of this country. I still hope that one 
day they will adopt one of the suggestions that I have made and return their trophy 
to athletics, but out of the partisanship of club competition and for a purpose 
compatible with the great ideals that were existent at its original presentation,

The old “ Sporting Life ” Trophy epitomised the ethereal, almost godlike manner 
in which the marathon runner had for so long been regarded. The new “ Callard & 
Bowser ” Trophy brings us into the every day world of the modern club marathon 
competitor—tough, hard and strong, nothing romantic about him but capable of 
doing performances which to us, who came in at the halfway stage, are something 
of which we only dreamt.

So it was left to Peter Wilkinson of Derby & County H. to put the final name 
upon the old trophy, Peter was one of the members of that great club which had in 
the last few years achieved the highest honours in distance running. Peter himself 
had attained International honours across country and on the road, surely a worthy 
person to ring down the curtain upon a famous period in athletic history.

The first race for the new trophy was to be historic. Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth 11. honoured us by acting as Starter, the first time that a reigning Queen 
had ever acted in such a capacity. The winner was Ron Hill, Bolton United H., 
and Ron was the personification of the new type of marathon runner, tough, fast, 
strong, perfectly capable of representing his country, as he often did, sometimes 
with very little interval between, on road, track or over the country. We also had 
the pleasure, this year, of welcoming visitors from Eastern Europe, F. Mihalic of 
Yugoslavia finishing second to Hill, and his fellow countryman, I. Mustafic taking 
fourth place.

We now come to the first of three great years. In 1963, Mr. F. W. Neate, a 
Director of Messrs. Callard & Bowser Ltd., sent off (he field from Windsor Castle 
and, 2 hours 14 minutes and 26 seconds later L. G. “Buddy" Edelen, Hadleigh 
Olympiads, broke the tape at Chiswick, after achieving the fastest recorded time 
in the world. “ Buddy ” came to this country to seek fame and fortune after failing 
to get into the American team for the 1960 Games. Fame he certainly found for 
himself, and to his native land he gave good fortune, in that they had sent us an 
Ambassador of Sport whom we will always remember with pleasure.

I am afraid that this same year will be regarded by many of our regular com
petitors with mixed feelings. For many years, our race had been attracting an ever 
increasing number of runners. I know that it is a great compliment to ourselves 
that so many people come great distances to run. The nostalgic appeal of seeing 
old friends’ names in the programme is something that we value but, even with 
the great help and co-operation that we receive from the Berkshire, Buckinghamshire 
and Metropolitan Police Forces, it was obvious that at last we must do something 
to reduce the inconvenience that we were causing nn the road, and it was with 
regret that we had to impose qualifying conditions of entry to our race.

Another twelve months went by, and we came to the year of another Olympiad, 
Many who aspired to wear the Union Jack went to Windsor and thought of Tokyo. 
A great duel took place between Ron Hill and Basil Heatley of Coventry Godiva H., 
the issue remaining in doubt until the Stadium came in sight, when Basil proved 
the stronger and “Buddy” Edelen’s record was reduced to 2h.13m.55s.
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Among the rivals to the British stars we welcomed the entries of P. Kantorek 
and V. Chudomel from Czechoslovakia and G. Vogelle from Switzerland. Dr. 
Kantorek was one of the great marathon runners of Europe and had held the World 
Record for 30,000 metres, but this time he was to finish fifth with his younger 
countryman taking third place.

Basil Heatley, in the course of a great athletic career, had achieved most of 
the honours that athletics can bestow, yet strangely enough he had never represented 
Great Britain in the Olympic Games, and when he, in company with Ron Hill and 
Brian Kilby, lined up at Tokyo, even we at home thought that the Eastern sky grew 
brighter. However, alas, a great man was to meet a truly super man, for the 
holder of the Olympic Marathon Championship, Abebe Bikila of Ethiopia, was to 
come from a sick bed and retain his title in the world’s fastest recorded time of 
2h.12m.lls.

In the Spring of the next year, our thoughts once more turned towards the East 
as we learned that the Japanese Federation were sending three representatives to 
run in our race. For many years, the Orient had been producing athletes of world 
class, many World Records and famous races had fallen to the competitors from the 
Eastern world, and it was with great anticipation that we looked forward to their 
visit.

Our English countryside has been the scene of many a great race between those 
who hoped to win the Poly. Marathon, but in June 1965, three figures wearing the 
insignia of the Land of the Rising Sun were to run through our leafy lanes, cheered 
on by countless numbers of their fellow countrymen and women, and into marathon 
race history. Motio Shigematsu was the first to reach Chiswick, in exactly 2 hours 
and 12 minutes, and then hold the trophy in his arms whilst he received his medal 
from Mrs. Oakley, the wife of our Starter, the Chairman of The Polytechnic 
Governing Body. So for the third successive year, we saw a world’s best performance 
created in our race, it was left to “ Buddy ” Edelen, making his farewell to English 
athletics, to uphold the prestige of the Western world by finishing third, the second 
and fourth places being taken by Terasawa and Okabe of Japan.

Like another famous figure in history, our friends came, saw, and conquered, 
but they left with us, as a reward, the memories of three great runners from a 
distant land.

I have now come to the end of nearly sixty years of Polytechnic Marathon 
history. Our race will still go on, great champions will come and records will still 
be broken, but there is one fact that I would like to place upon our books, as it 
will never be found in the records of official athletics. In 1908, the St. John 
Ambulance Brigade (Paddington Division) undertook a duty for the Polytechnic, 
organised Olympic race; they have been on duty with our race every year since— 
a great record of man’s service to his fellow man.

During all this time, we have seen a kaleidoscope of famous names pass through 
the pages of our programmes, but still I sometimes wonder if it is wrong of me to 
have a feeling of regret that our race has never given Great Britain the Winner of 
the Olympic Marathon Race. Four times, with Sam Ferris, 1932; Eric Harper, 1936; 
Tom Richards, 1948; Basil Heatley, 1964, we came so near to achieving our golden 
objective, but each time we were disappointed.

Again I remember that, in 1909, Disappointment out of Hope gave us Encourage
ment; and Hope was the answer to one of the riddles that a Princess of ancient 
Cathay asked of her suitors, who wished to gain her as the prize. Hope is still the 
answer, and the prize that Encouragement has given to us. The Hope that men will 
continue to come in peace, inspired only by a simple wish—to see their names 
engraved upon a silver statue for ever.
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Mortal Combat with a Jogger
NORMAN HARRIS

I wanted to find out the truth about the joggers. I went out the other 
Saturday on one of their Waitakcre runs—and I found out that everything 
that had been said was right. Yes, they race.

Colin Kay said that they started early and, God bless him, he picked me up at 
5.30 a.m. so that we could start in the cold blackness at New Lynn at 6 o’clock.

I had thought that probably the other joggers would be sitting huddled in the 
warmth of their cars listening to radios. No, they were out on the road, moving 
around impatiently, like the field before the Olympic 1500 metres.

I was a little late in throwing my warm woollies into our car . . . And they 
were off. I caught them within about half a mile, I think.

The pace from here on was comfortable and I was very pleased. I don't like 
F running so early in the morning and I wouldn’t have been there but for the fact

that I felt I had to find out the truth.

The relaxed pace and the chatty conversation almost lulled me into thinking 
that these really were friendly outings after all. Then came the climb up the 
Waitakeres.

The field split apart. I dropped back with someone who was struggling (I must 
be honest even if I can never write anything again—it was Colin Kay).

I waited for the field to rejoin but on went the front men in a grand attack on 
the summit. If they were going to be competitive, then, so was I. With an effort 
the leader, a 50-year-old named Wynn, was gathered in and held to the top.

On the downhill drop though the bush I told Wynn that I was diving into the 
bushes for a minute (I collect ferns as a hobby). As I left the road I had a glimpse 
of him starting to open out.

In another few minutes, after another pair had gone past, I was back on the 
road just as Colin came by and stopped. He said that he thought we had better 
wait for poor Bill who was a fair way back.

“ The others’ll wait for us,” said Colin. " I think.”

Finally we heard Bill’s footfalls afar off in the still air and finally he was with 
us. We ran on to the bottom of the bush.

There was no one around. Colin admitted that really he didn’t feel the best 
and told me to go on. It was a long time since the others had gone through but

1 maybe they were jogging and waiting.

I set off hard, hoping to pick them up quickly. After a dangerously fast couple 
of miles I came around a corner and looked across a big gully.

r There they were, going around a corner on the other side of the gully, a good
half mile away. The three of them had rejoined—and I got the impression that 
they were lapping it out.

I put my head down and kept on at 6-minute miles. As Titirangi came closer 
I tore around each corner sure of seeing them at the far end of the straight. Always 
I was disappointed.

Time was running out; we were finishing at New Lynn. And then, coming into 
Titirary, I saw them across the corner going past the shops.

That margin seemed only about 200 yards and yet, although I set out to close 
it quickly, it seemed to take an awfully long time.
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Finally in a fury I began sprinting. Finally, on the third straight, I got back 
on to them.

“ Hello," they said. Oh, it’s you—thought it was Colin.” I was flattered.

At least, I thought, maybe they’ll slacken off now and I’ll be able just to run 
in with them . . .

In another half-mile a small gap appeared between the two men in front of me 
and the leader. I thought it would close, and I waited. But it did not close.

The man who was five, 10 yards in front was the 50-year-old Wynn. Something 
told me that this was a gap that should be closed. I swung out and ran hard to 
get on to his heels.

The tempo quickened still further and now I knew that this man was dangerous.
I knew just how dangerous when he tried to “ psych ” me by saying : “ Nice little
drop down this, isn’t it ? ” <

I agreed with him as coolly as I could through clenched teeth.

We were racing now, there was no questions of it ... I remembered how 
Colin had previously been joking (I’d thought he was joking) about the “ sprint-in ” ,
last Saturday . . .

Good God, I thought, he’s not going to sprint me, is he ?

I didn’t want to try and sprint a jogger. On the other hand I was damned if I 
was going to let a jogger sprint me.

1 moved up level. We were bowling along stride for stride. This was how I 
wanted to finish, together. There was only about 100 yards to the finish and I 
began to feel that we were going to end like that.

But what if he should try and jump me at the last minute ? I had to be ready, 
just in case. I did what I’d learnt from Jack Lovelock, the great track tactician— 
shortened and quickened my stride and leaned forward over my toes ... 30
yards to the line . . .

And sure enough, the 50-year-old named Wynn made a dive for the line.

I got him all right, on the line.

I would never have thought that against a jogger I would have needed the 
methods of Lovelock, the master track tactician.

I think I really would consider seriously running with the joggers again, if it 
weren't for the mental strain.

The author has given me the following information about the Joggers’ Club, 
which he feels may be of interest to our readers.

“ The Joggers’ Club, which started in Auckland and is still most strong 
there, was inspired by Arthur Lydiard and organised by Colin Kay, the <
‘ President.’ Kay was a long jumper who competed in the 1950 Empire Games 
but, on his own admission, never trained half as hard then as he does now 
for marathon races. Most members of the club have an athletics background 
of some sort, but several are of the type the club especially aims to influence: 
middle-aged businessmen who have never run. Many of the members turn 
out in marathon races. They hold a club run on Sunday mornings, but 
groups of them, inevitably becoming more ambitious and competitive, 
regularly train on the renowned course around Auckland’s Waitakere Ranges, 
abbreviated to 15J- miles ...”

This article is reprinted from the ‘‘Auckland Athlete.”
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MARTIN HYMAN 
(Portsmouth A.C.)

The Ideal Coach/Athlete Relationship
MARTIN HYMAN

A FEW years ago my club cross-country team took a training holiday in the 
mountains of North Wales. We slept in an isolated cottage and spent the day 

hiking from peak to peak, rock climbing or training fiercely on the mountain forest 
tracks. In the evenings we enjoyed a huge meal and then descended to the valleys 
to quench an enormous thirst. Our party included a young American college student 
who was on vacation, and he was amazed at our approach to athletics.

At his college the athletes were under strict coach supervision. They were told 
when to get up, what to eat and when to go to bed. AU their training was care
fully regulated and they were protected from the hazards of “ dangerous ” activities 
and rough running surfaces. His coach would have had a heart attack if he could 
have seen us.
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Yet our team, none of whom had ever been formally coached, included 6 inter
nationals and 2 British record holders. On the other hand, the American had run 
a 4.04 mile at 18 and many of his fellow students had achieved comparable 
performances.

If both these extreme attitudes to coaching can produce results, it is clear that 
between them must lie an infinite range of paths to success and that there is no one 
ideal coach/athlete relationship.

Since the exact requirements and abilities of each person are unique, the 
relationship between each athlete and coach will vary in terms of what one needs 
and the other contributes. Whatever the athlete needs, the approach of the coach 
is usually pre-determined to some extent by his own personality. Some coaches are 
naturely assertive whilst others are more persuasive. Since some athletes respond 
better to persuasion than to compulsion, and vice versa, then this can be a factor 
in determining at the outset whether a particular coach/athlete relationship is likely 
to be successful. Only a very limited number of coaches are versatile enough to 
change completely from one approach to another to suit the needs of different 
athletes.

The needs of the athlete will vary according to his maturity, temperament and 
intelligence and also according to the nature of his event.

To take maturity first. It is obvious that since an American College athlete 
comes to intensive competition at a younger age than is normal for his English 
counterpart, he will have a greater need for firm guidance. He will initially lack 
the experience to take mature decisions for himself. It must be mentioned that 
maturity does not depend only on chronological age, nor merely on intelligence, and 
that a coach who takes all the decisions out of the hands of an athlete will impede 
his progress to maturity. It will deprive him of the privilege of learning from his 
own mistakes.

The temperament and intelligence of an athlete will of course determine the 
sort of approach which will get the best response from him. A sensitive athlete 
may need to be calmed, whilst a placid athlete may have to be provoked in order 
to produce his best performance. Some athletes like to be relieved of all possible 
mental problems and do best when their coach thinks for them. Others require 
total mental involvement and understanding in order to produce their optimum 
physical performances.

For example I have listened in awe to Hal Connolly describing at length his 
approach to a competition throw. Into projecting the hammer a record distance he 
concentrates a magnitude of self-understanding, application and control together 
with a brilliant lightning analysis of the mechanics of each throw, this enables him, 
at each stage of the throw, to gain maximum advantage from his vast knowledge of 
the technique of the event. In complete contrast is the large number of athletes, 
especially middle-distance runners, who are trained daily on a track without ever 
knowing how fast, how far or why they are training, they just do as “ coach ” says 
and the majority seem happy to do so. An extreme manifestation of this is the 
type of interval training done to a whistle blown at the whim of a coach. The 
athlete runs hard till the whistle is blown then jogs till it is blown again and so on. 
He is never given any indication of how long it will be till the next whistle. Many 
thinking athletes would find this intolerable since they must know in advance the 
duration of the effort they are being called on to make in order that they can 
regulate its intensity.

It is nevertheless true that world-class athletes have been coached by such 
methods. I am convinced however that on ethical grounds a coach should aim to 
tell an athlete not only what to do but also why. To fail to do so is to degrade 
the athlete to the level of a performing flea. If sport is to be a true form of 
recreation and physical education, then improvement in performance should go hand
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in hand with an athlete’s understanding of himself and of his event. His mastery 
should be mental as well as physical. It is noticable that although athletes of the 
“ performing flea ” type may be hustled to early excess by a forceful coach, they 
rarely remain long at the top but fade from the scene at a comparatively early age. 
On the other hand, self-coached athletes, and those with more informative coaches, 
usually stay far longer in the sport. This is surely a reflection of the far greater 
satisfaction which is to be derived from a performance for which the athlete can 
feel responsible both physically and mentally.

The nature of the event has a most important bearing on what a coach must 
contribute to a relationship. In some events, particularly field events, technique 
is profoundly important. In the early stages a coach can bring about rapid improve
ment as he helps an athlete to master the rudiments of the correct technique. As 
the athlete achieves a higher standard, the coach will require greater skill in teaching 
subtler improvements in technique or in modifying it in order to take advantage 
of the particular physique of the athlete. In other events, however, the basic 
technique requires little or no teaching. This is true of running in general and of 
long-distance running in particular. These events do however involve tactical skill 
and a knowledge of training methods, and these can be taught. Nevertheless, in 
long-distance running it is the mental relationship of the athlete to his event, and

I his psychological approach to it, which is most important. Many distance runners
with enormous physical potential have failed because they could not discipline 
themselves to the rigours of training and racing. On the other hand, world records 
have resulted from strength of will transcending moderate physical endowment. 
Thus it is that a distance running coach, though he has few skills to teach, can 
have a profound influence by inspiring, subtly coaxing, or compelling an athlete 
towards an attitude of mind where he can achieve his best results. In order to 
achieve this he must have a full understanding of the personality, needs and 
circumstances of an athlete and must also enjoy his complete confidence. It is this 
understanding and confidence which is the foundation of any true coach/athlete 
relationship.

The author's athletic prowess is yvell known, but perhaps not all our readers 
will know that he is also an Honorary A.A.A. Senior Coach. He is therefore 
obviously very well qualified to write the above article and I am very grateful 
to him for sparing the time to do so.

The Shot Circle

S. A. CLARK
(Honorary Secretary of The Shot Circle)

THE Shot Circle is one of twelve Specialist Clubs, so it may be appropriate to 
first briefly outline the background of these clubs in general.

In the early 1950’s a small group of enthusiastic hammer throwers existed in 
the wilderness of field events ignorance, characteristic of the time in British 
athletics. These athletes decided to form a club to encourage friendship between 
hammer throwers, to foster interest in their event and to further its progress in 
this country.

The success of the Hammer Circle led other field event enthusiasts to form 
their own associations, the Discus Circle being formed in 1957 and the Javelin Club 
about the same time. It was not only throwers, however, who formed these 
organizations, as, triple and long jumpers, high jumpers, pole vaulters, hurdlers,
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MIKE LINDSAY 
(Queen’s Park Harriers)

steeplechasers, decathlon athletes and even, in the period of gloom for British 
miling, milers, formed their own clubs. The Shot Circle was one of the last, if 
not the last of the clubs to be formed.

Since the individual associations had the common interest of furthering the 
progress of the weak events of British athletics, it was only sensible that they 
should unite in some way and so was created the Specialists Clubs Committee, con
sisting of two members per club and operating under the Chairmanship of M. C. 
Nokes, M.C-, followed by Commander F. W. Collins who in turn has been succeeded 
by D. Vanhegan.

This committee did not meet frequently but it was a live body doing useful 
work for field events. During the last two years however, it has been moribund 
owing to the difficulty of finding a Secretary to succeed J. Disley. This problem, 
at the time of writing, has not been solved and, if it is permissible to advertise 
here, should any reader feel inclined to take on a not too arduous task, he could 
offer his services to D. Vanhegan, 24 Lovelace Road, East Barnet, Herts.
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In 1963, R. Pickering appealed for someone to organize a club for shot putters, 
believing that such an organization would assist in the development of the event. 
A meeting for interested athletes was held on 13th July at the White City and the 
Shot Circle was formed with George Smith as secretary. The aims of the club are 
stated as:—

1. To create a bond between shot putters, coaches and all interested in the event.
2. To provide an incentive for shot putters to‘ reach a specified standard to qualify 
for membership and to mark progress beyond that standard.
3. To encourage more athletes, particularly juniors, to become shot putters and to 
improve and advertise facilities for coaching, training and competition in shot 
putting.
4. To publish research into and advise on training and coaching methods, the 
construction of the shot circle, footwear, etc.
5. To keep members informed of interpretations of rules and official decisions 
which effect shot putters and to act on their behalf when necessary.

Membership is open to :—
(a) Amateur athletes who have reached the appropriate qualifying distance in bona 
fide competition.
(b) AA.A. or W.A.A.A. Honorary Coaches qualified in the Shot.
(c) in the form of Associate membership, those persons wishing to support the 
Club.

The subscription for two years is 10/-.

During the period July 1963 to March 1965 George Smith made prodigious efforts 
for the club, producing 10 Newsletters, 3 editions of “ Cannonball'” (the club 
magazine), running a postal competition for schools and organizing two coaching 
weekends.

The Newsletters were two sides of foolscap paper bringing news, brief comments 
and results. The magazines contained articles on coaching, weight-training, 
technique, personalities, ranking lists, etc. The postal competition for schools 
brought considerable participation and it is a pity that the competition has not been 
run since March 1965; fortunately it is to start again soon under the management of 
A. Launder, Dr. Challoner’s School, Amersham.

The first coaching weekend, held at Feltwell with its excellent indoor facilities, 
was very successful. A second weekend was planned but did not materialize due to 
lack of support. A third occasion, held at Timsbury, was a moderate success, a 
major disappointment being the small number of top ranking senior athletes who 
attended. Since George Smith gave up the secretaryship the coaching weekends 
have been organized in conjunction with the Southern Counties A.A.A, and have 
not been as well attended as one would wish. There may be various reasons for 
this low attendance but it gaves one cause to wonder whether there is still the 
demand which once existed for these coaching weekends. There are to-day more 
coaches and more official courses than there were ten years ago, so that the need 
for the Specialist Clubs to organize their own courses may be diminishing. The 
continuing success of gatherings for milers, hammer throwers and horizontal jumpers 
perhaps argues otherwise.

A more beneficial line for Specialist Clubs to follow might be the organization 
of one or more Invitation competitions for a limited number of top-class performers 
during the rather dead time of the season following the A.A.A. Championships. 
The Shot Circle, with the co-operation of Shaftesbury Harriers, organized such a 
competition in 1966 inviting ten athletes, all of whom replied and the seven who 
said they would compete actually did so; as many organizers know, this is a 
remarkable achievement. The participants in the competition, officials included, 
thoroughly enjoyed the event and were agreed that a limited number of the best 
performers taking part in a well run contest was a stimulating occasion.

The original policy of producing frequent Newsletters has been replaced by 
one of producing two issues of “ Cannonball ” per year. The cost in postage, 
materials and time, made it impossible to continue the previous procedure. It is 
hoped that it will be possible to include photographs in “ Cannonball ” from the 
next edition onwards.
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4*
TRACK BUILDERS FOR THE WORLD

OLYMPICS ..........................
WHITE CITY ..........................
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
OLYMPICS ..........................
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY ...
EMPIRE GAMES ..............
JOHN KENNEDY STADIUM ... 
PAN AMERICAN GAMES 
IX CENTRAL AMERICAN and

CARIBBEAN GAMES 
EMPIRE & COMMONWEALTH

GAMES ..........................

LONDON .. 1948
LONDON .. 1949
IFFLEY ROAD .. 1953
MELBOURNE .. 1956
MILTON ROAD . .. 1958
CARDIFF ... .. 1958
DUBLIN .. 1958
CHICAGO ... .. 1959
KINGSTON

JAMAICA... .. 1962
KINGSTON

JAMAICA ... .. 1966

Also numerous other first class installations at Home and Overseas 

AU enquiries to:

The En-Tout-Cas Co. Ltd.
SYSTON, LEICESTER (Syston 3322-7)

Two trophies, obtained by George Smith, are in the club’s possession for annual 
award to (1) the most improved Senior Male shot putter and (2) the most improved 
Senior Female shot putter; for 1966 season, these were awarded to A. Elvin and 
M. Peters respectively. Prizes of athletics equipment are also awarded to the Junior 
Male and Intermediate Girl athletes achieving the most consistently good performances 
in their respective classes. These trophies and prizes are awarded only to athletes 
who are members of the Circle.

During the past ten years considerable progress has been made in Britain in 
overcoming the lack of tradition in the neuro-muscular explosive world of field 
events, with the result that the general level of performance has increased although 
there are still depressingiy few performers of true international level. There is still 
a long way to go, not only in the standard of performance but also in improving the 
status of field events, in the eyes of the public, Press and even certain sections of 
athletics officialdom. Facilities are frequently still sub-standard not only at club 
grounds but at important venues and meetings; to give two instances; the shot 
circle and area at the White Citv have a most depressing effect on performance: 
the 1966 Commonwealth Games, which reflect British traditions, when the Hammer 
final was held outside the main arena.

Since their inception the various Specialist Clubs have done much to aid 
development of their own events and will, I believe, continue to play a significant 
role in the future.
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Book Reviews
“ TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION ’’ by Professor Mnska Mosston 

(Prentice-Hall International 48/-)

THIS book offers something new in the teaching of physical education. In general 
it integrates into a logical pattern a number of techniques, that have been used 

in trying to effect optimal learning situation of physical activities and sports skills. 
The author takes us from teaching by command through teaching by task, by 
student interaction, by individualised programmes and by guided discovery to 
teaching by the problem solving methods. In doing so he gave us his rationale for 
each method based on current studies in educational psychology and in the 
behavioural sciences. Learning is seen by Mosston not as a series of tricks to he 
acquired with doubtful educational outcomes but as a series of planned and dynamic 
interactions between teacher and child. The idea is not new in education but 
Mosston translates ideas and theoretical assumptions into exact operational pro
cedures. In the process he tackles the problems of teaching and learning in physical 
education in terms of the four fundamental objectives, namely: physical, social, 
emotional and intellectual. In arguing the case for the integration of individualised 
process and the higher cognitive processes concepts proposed by eminent theorists 
are recognisable and none more so than the methods related to programmed learning 
developed by B. F. Skinner. Of the few recent attempts to relate Skinnerian 
techniques to teaching in physical education none has been half so clear or useful.

Above all this text gives real understanding and purpose to the role of the 
physical education teacher as a planner, observer, adviser and creator of situations 
in the total educative process.

JOHN KANE.

“ APPLICATION OF MEASUREMENT TO HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION” (Fourth Edition)

by Professor H. Harrison Clarke. (Prentice-Hall International 70/-)

Scientific dimensions were given to the training of physical education and sports 
teachers three or four decades ago by the inclusion of an area of study, known as 
' Tests and Measurements.’ Since then most specialist teachers in physical education 
have been taken through such a course in order to introduce them to the techniques 
of measuring and recording various phenomena which would seem to have a particular 
pertinence to those who would claim to have a special knowledge of human motion. 
Fundamental measures of physical size, organic efficiency, and motor capacity were 
inevitably included in these courses and, just as inevitably, the texts and reference 
books used were American, the two most important of which were by Charles H. 
McCloy and H. Harrison Clarke (1945).

Harrison Clarke’s first edition was published in 1945 and the present publication 
is the fourth. It has added a great deal to the earlier editions but the format is 
similar. In particular additional tests have been included so that the dust cover can 
carry the announcement that the book “ includes 111 tests which can actually be 
given . . . also scoring tables for these.” The first short section of the book is 
concerned with some general fundamental principles of tesfing procedure. Part two 
is given over to the area of physical fitness and included chapters on the measure
ment of maturity, the measurement of strength, the assessment of physiological 
fitness and the evaluation of general motor fitness. A third section deals with 
measures of social efficiency and general motor abilities while the fourth section 
considers the problems associated with the structuring and use of skills tests. Ihe 
final section of the book treats the administrative problems involved in setting up a 
measurement programme.

All in all the book gives a comprehensive coverage of what has been considered 
a necessary aspect of the academic course in physical education. Sports coaches 
of all kinds and particular coaches of track and field athletics have constantly been 
advised to equip themselves with a working knowledge of traditional tests and 
measurements and no doubt this book would be a useful fundamental text. But if 
the coach is looking for the rationale and procedures of tests used on the recent 
B.A.A.B. research project in Mexico on the effect of altitude on running performance
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then he will look in vain. Clarke’s book gives for example, no information on the 
assessment of oxygen uptake nor even a mention of electrocardiography although 
these are two methods of assessment of physiological state commonly discussed 
to-day by physical education students.

Strength tests are given the longest chapter and within it the Physical Fitness 
Index in its many adapted forms is given most space and treatment. As the 
validity of this index was initially established on the basis of the assessment of 
health status by physicians in 1931 it would appear that the measurement of muscular 
strength and endurance viable in top level athletics and sports needs a ‘ new look ’ 1 

JOHN KANE.

“ THE MANUAL OF WEIGHT TRAINING ”

Edited by George Kirkley and John Goodbody. (Stanley Paul 25/-)

The authors of this book are to be congratulated on obtaining the services of 
many of the leading authorities to give guidance on their own activities, with 
particular emphasis on the correct use of weights in these events. The article on 
weight-training for athletics is written by Ron Pickering and, in the seventeen pages 
devoted to this subject, he deals adequately though perforce somewhat briefly with 
the fundamentals. No doubt the beginner will consult the many other publications 
dealing in greater detail and depth with this subject, particularly Ron’s own book 
“ Strength Training for Athletics ” published by the A.A.A.’s. The Chapter on 
weight-training for rowing and sculling is by Jim Railton who, of course, is well 
known to all athletics enthusiasts as a former British international who has recorded 
60 sub-even-time marks over 100yds. As well as the sections on athletics and rowing 
and sculling there are further pieces on swimming, wrestling, football, judo and 
boxing. Also featured is a useful list of some of Britain’s weight lifting and weight
training clubs. This book readily shows the reader that now-a-days the leading 
competitors at these, and many other sports, use weights as an integral part of 
their training. However perhaps the best advice to be found in the 161 pages is the 
quote of John P. Jesse, an eminent American coach and authority on strength
training, which Ron Pickering uses to finish off his contribution. ’* There is no 
short cut to strength development, as there is none for the development of skill, 
agility or endurance in an athlete. No amount of fancy gimmicks or equipment or 
adoption of alleged time-saving fads will substitute for a long-term programme of 
hard work that is required to develop the quality of strength needed by an athlete 
for optimum performance in his speciality. Greater progress in track and field 
performances during the past fifteen years has been the result of harder work by 
the athletes, not by resorting to short cuts and less work.”

“ BE FIT! OR BE DAMNED 1 ” by Percy Cerutty. (Pelham Books 30/-)

Yet another book by Percy Cerutty and this too, will continue to earn him the 
title of ‘ Mr. Controversial.’ This book title sums up perfectly his attitude to 
physical fitness, and also I feel his whole attitude to life. Life while unfit would, 
to him, be damnable. There will be many points of discussion raised by this book 
and the somewhat dogmatic statements made in it, some of which do not appear 
to be based on any medical or scientific evidence. The statement that every house 
should have a gym of its own is all very well, but there are few people in this 
over crowded country of ours who have the space, or the money, to buy and keep 
the equipment suggested, let alone have a room in which to use it. Similarly the 
idea of a house and garden in the country built by one’s own efforts and endeavours 
can, to most of us, be but a pleasant but unattainable dream. This book should be 
read and digested even if one does not agree with everything in it. There are some 
who would no doubt benefit from reading it if only to be shocked out of their 
complacency. However, I believe that the people who would most benefit from 
reading this book may well be put off by the author’s dogmatic and repetitive style
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o£ writing. In this country very few people have attempted to try and aim a book 
at the businessman and in the process try and improve his actual physical fitness. 
For this reason alone the book is to be welcomed and fulfills an urgent need. Percy's 
success with his athletes has been primarily achieved by keeping Them at Fortsea. 
In this healthy, invigorating and unpolluted atmosphere the athlete is able to con
centrate exclusively on training with the help and advice of his dynamic and inspiring 
coach. The athlete has no worries about working at a. job. The opposite is obviously 
the case with the potential market at which the book would appear to be aimed. 
However if Percy persuades only a few people to think seriously about this subject 
and take practical steps to improve their physical wellbeing, then he will have 
achieved a great deal more than any of his critics, myself included. It does seem 
to me that the author has difficulty in coming to terms with the environment under 
which the majority of his readers must live.

E.A.

“ LONG DISTANCE RUNNING ” by Martin Hyman & Bruce Tulloh. (4/6 post free)

“ POLE VAULTING ” by Ian Ward, (5/6 post free)

tboth the above instructional booklets can be obtained from J. Hitchcock, 2, Burn 
Close, Oxshott, Leatherhead, Surrey.)

The authors of the A.A.A.'s instructional booklet on Long Distance Running 
are household names to all athletics enthusiasts. Both of them must surely rank 
amongst the most knowledgeable and thoughtful to be found in the events which 
constitute the term ‘ long distance running.' This, in itself, is an outstanding 
recommendation, as these events seem to appeal to the more intelligent of our 
athletes. Before I am accused of bias, please let me add that 1 was a sprinter. 
The authors have brought their great knowledge and wide experience to bear, making 
this yet another winner for the A.A.A.'s. They manage to hold the reader’s 
attention, not only by their obvious expertise but also by the easily readable and 
understandable way of presenting this information. The use of four specimen 
schedules adds greatly to the reader's interest. The subject is covered under three 
headings, namely training, racing and finally, other aspects, which covers such 
subjects as warm-up. style, breathing and pulse, etc. Not only those actively 
engaged in the various aspects of the sport will benefit from reading this booklet, 
but also those whose only contact with the sport is as spectators. They will also, 
after reading this publication, begin to appreciate the years of hard, conscientious 
and planned training, both physical and mental, which the successful long distance 
runner has undergone. Still perhaps the most important idea to be found is in the 
introduction, when the authors say “ We would stress enjoyment, for that should 
be the most important part of any recreational activity. The athlete who wants to 
sacrifice everything in search of success will probably find little encouragement in 
the following pages, or indeed in his own career. Most successful athletes use the 
sport to enrich their lives, not to impoverish it.” There is also another paragraph 
in the same introduction which all athletes, be they scrubbers or internationals^ 
should bear in mind and which all too often appears to be overlooked, namely that 
“ Readers will search in vain for a statement of the correct method of training and 
racing because the authors believe that there is no one correct method. Indeed 
they have been greatly impressed by the diversity of methods which have brought 
success to so many world-class athletes.” With this booklet it means that now all 
the events from the Sprint to the Marathon are covered.

Ian Ward who, until recently, was an A.A.A. National Coach and before that 
a lecturer in P.E. at Birmingham University, is the ideal person to write this booklet. 
He has represented Great Britain in the Pole Vault 16 times in full internationals. 
He also advises all the leading British vaulters. In the ensuing pages both the 
aspiring club athlete and the top class vaulter will find something to increase his 
knowledge. The ordinary club athlete and the newcomer will find the section on 
metal poles of the greatest assistance. The author also deals with the major faults 
and their correction in the use of both types of poles. In the twenty two pages
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which are devoted to technique Ian deals clearly and concisely with all the facets 
relating to this. Under the heading ‘ Training ’ he deals with its organisation, speed 
training, strength training, etc. Britain lags well behind World standards in this 
event but with coaches such as lan Ward and vaulters as promising as Mike Bull, 
who must be on the threshold of 16 feet, a height which would have been 
unbelievable for a British athlete only a few years ago, the future appears somewhat 
brighter. We also have a very promising youngster in Michael Bryant, who must 
be our greatest prospect from a long term point of view. The degree to which this 
event is dominated by the Americans can be gauged by the fact that, of the forty 
five athletes who cleared 16 feet or beLter last year no less than twenty nine were 
American. Supplementing the author's text there are some excellent photographs, 
notable amongst which are the sequence shots of Earl Poucher with a metal pole, 
whose form on the pole the author describes as close to perfection, and of Wolfgang 
Reinhardt using a fibre glass pole, lan says that “ the basis of the vault is “ bend ” 
and control of that bend. A high grip, coupled with a fast and agressive approach 
is essential in order to achieve that bend.” In the sequence of Wolfgang this is 
very clearly shown.

These two publications achieve the very high standard to which we have become 
accustomed from the A.A.A.'s instructional booklets. There could be no more 
fitting praise than this and there is no doubt that these publications provide an 
unique service which cannot be equalled anywhere in the world. The price of both 
these booklets is very reasonable indeed and at a time when rising prices, particularly 
amongst athletic books, are all too common, the A.A.A.'s deserve the greatest praise 
for not increasing the cost of these publications.

We arc grateful to all those who have contributed articles io this issue of our 
Newsletter. Their views arc, of course, not necessarily those of the A.A.A.

Honorary Secretary of the A.A.A. Club: II. R. H. Stinson, Tile Corner, Tile 
Hill, Engleficld Green, Egham, Surrey, lion. Editor of Newsletter: I’. S. Lotion, 
38, Rugby Avenue, Wembley, Middx. Hon. Treasurer: R. K. Farmer, 9, Period: 
Close, Gaylon, Wtrral, Cheshire.
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leads
. . and Lodge Athletics Equipment was again selected for the 8th 

British Empire and Commonwealth Games—Jamaica 1966 and 
the English Schools Athletic Championships 1966. ‘LODGE 
LEADS ' in the specialised field of sports equipment, and amateur 
athletics authorities throughout the world know this. They also 
know we give full guarantees. If you haven’t seen our new 
catalogue, we shall be happy to send you a copy on request to 
Dept. AAAN1. Then you can see for yourself, ‘Lodge Leads.'



DON’T JUST 
DREAM OF 
WINNING. DO 
SOMETHING 
ABOUT IT...

Even the best training won't get 
you to the tape first, unless you 
get the best kind of sleep.

And that's the kind of sleep 
Horlicks is made for. Horlicks 
helps to relax your mind and body 
as you sleep. So you wake re
freshed on the big day—and do 
the best you possibly can.

It's important to make Horlicks 
every night a regular part of your 
training. Comforting, creamy Hor
licks. Ask the man who won last 
year.

Horlicks was supplied 
to the British team at 
the'64Tokyo Olympics, 
They won four gold 
medals, twelve silver 
and two bronze. Keeps you 

training while 
you sleep


